Mixed By: DJ Dseptikon  
Album: Play At Your Own Risk  
Genre: Trance / House  
Website: https://soundcloud.com/djdseptikon  
https://www.facebook.com/pages/DJ-Dseptikon/117136608296532

An all mash up set. Enjoy!

Click here to download ----> DJ Dseptikon - Play At Your Own Risk by DJ Dseptikon

**TRACK LIST:**
Zedd vs. Gareth Emery - Arrival of spectrum (Tritonal smashup)
Kaskade & Deadmau5 vs. Michael Woods - Move for first aid (Kaskade mash up)
Armin Van Buuren & W&W vs. Krewella - D# alive (Corrupt mashup)
Tritonal vs. Audien - Leaving you everafter (Tritonal smashup)
Knife Party vs. Zedd - LRAD clarity (Tritonal smashup)
Above & Beyond & Andy Moor vs. Tom Fall - 4 days out for life (Juventa smash)
Ferry Corsten vs. Faruk Sabanci & Alexander Popov - Faces of love (Alexander Popov mash up)
W&W & Gareth Emery feat. Lucy Saunders - Sanctuary vs. invasion (Andrew Rayel mash up)
Sandro Silva & Quintino vs. Estiva - Epic death of me (Tritonal smashup)
Ost & Meyer, 7 Skies vs. Julie Thompson - Nothing is Dharma (Ost & Meyer a capella mash up)
First State vs. Cressida - Falling two-o-ten (Dseptikon mash up)
Ronski Speed & Cressida vs. Above & Beyond - Gleuck can't sleep (Photik reconstruction)
Andrew Rayel & Dash Berlin & Roger Shah - One home (Andrew Rayel mash up)
Jorn Van Dehnoven vs. Sunlounger & Zara Taylor - Try to be headliner (Double V mash up)
Sophie Sugar vs. Sunlounger feat. Zara - Lost together (Armin Van Buuren mash up)
Sebastian Brandt vs. Andain - Beautiful ashes (Kris A mash up)
John O'Callaghan feat. Audrey Gallagher vs. Above & Beyond - Big sky home (Daniel Kandi bootleg)
F-6 vs. Tiesto & Cosmic Gate - Every genre (Dean Rigbey mash up)
Porter Robinson - Language (Ben Nicky's 140bpm headf_ck)
Mark Leanings & Space Rockerz - Whatever happened to puzzle piece (John O'Callaghan mash up)
DJ Shog vs. Filo & Peri feat. Aruna - Running Ashley (Bryan Kearney mash up)
Sneijjder vs. Zedd feat. Foxes - Shadow of clarity (Kris A mash up)
John O'Callaghan & Guiseppe Ottaviani vs. Armin Van Buuren feat. Justine Suissa - Ride the wave vs. burned with desire (Michael McBurnie mash up)
Oceanlab vs. John O'Callaghan - Satellite stresstest (Kris A mash up)